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Short-range attraction, surface currents, and mound formation in metal„111… epitaxial growth
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We present the results of molecular dynamics simulations of deposition near steps on Cu~111! and Ag~111!
carried out in order to study the effects of short-range attraction in metal~111! epitaxial growth. Our results
indicate that while short-range attraction plays an important role in the deposition of atoms near steps on~111!
surfaces, there is a significant asymmetry between the interaction atA and B steps. These differences are
explained in terms of the underlying geometry as well as the corresponding activation barriers. In particular, we
find that due to short-range attraction the overall uphill funneling probabilityPav

A and selected mound slopem0
A

for A steps are significantlylarger than predicted by downward funneling. In contrast, the overall uphill
funneling probabilityPav

B and selected mound slopem0
B for B steps are significantly lower than forA steps and

appear to be close to the downward funneling prediction. In particular, atoms deposited near but somewhat
beyondB steps have a lower uphill funneling probability than forA steps. In addition, for atoms deposited
above the ‘‘upper terrace’’ ofB steps we find that a new process, corresponding to the ‘‘knockout’’ of step-edge
atoms, takes place leading to a reduced overall surface current and enhancing the asymmetry betweenA andB
steps. General expressions for the surface current and selected mound slope which are valid for arbitrary crystal
geometry for the case of irreversible growth with a large Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier are also presented. These
expressions are then used to analyze the implications of our results for unstable growth on~111! surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One particularly important process controlling the evo
tion of the surface morphology is the accommodation of
coming atoms deposited near steps. For example, in m
epitaxial growth, the energy of condensation is believed
lead to ‘‘downward funneling’’~DF!,1 i.e., atoms deposited
beyond the edge of a step ‘‘funnel’’ to the bottom terrac
while atoms deposited on the ‘‘uphill’’ side go to the upp
terrace. In the case of unstable growth, due either to
Ehrlich-Schwoebel~ES! barrier2 to the descent of diffusing
atoms at steps, or to step-adatom attraction,3,4 or to step-edge
diffusion,5 the resulting balance between uphill and downh
currents leads to slope selection.6 Analytical calculations4 in-
dicate that the surface current and selected mound slope
pend strongly on the ‘‘bias’’ for atoms landing near a step

Recently, we have shown7 that for the case of metal~100!
growth, the short-range attraction of depositing atoms to s
edges can lead to significant deviations from the stand
downward funneling picture for typical incident kinetic e
ergies in epitaxial growth. In particular, we found that f
Cu/Cu~100! and Ag/Ag~100!, atoms deposited near clos
packed step edges are significantly more likely to land on
upper terrace than predicted by downward funneling. A
result, in the case of unstable growth due to an ES bar
the resultant uphill current can significantly enhance the
lected mound angle and surface roughness.7 In particular, by
comparing kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of Cu/Cu~100!
growth at T5160 K with experiments,8 we were able to
show that uphill funneling due to short-range attraction c
quantitatively explain both the experimentally observ
mound slope@~113! facets# as well as the enhanced surfa
roughness at this temperature. We note that recent sim
tions of Ag/Ag~100! growth at low temperature9 also dem-
onstrate that short-range attraction can strongly enhance
0163-1829/2004/69~4!/045426~8!/$22.50 69 0454
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surface roughness, particularly at low incident kinetic e
ergy. A comparison of our molecular dynamics results
deposition at Cu@110# steps obtained using an embedde
atom ~EAM! potential10 with the corresponding results ob
tained using a Lennard-Jones Cu potential11 indicated that in
this case the amount of uphill funneling depends relativ
weakly on the details of the potential.

Here we investigate whether or not such effects also oc
in metal fcc~111! epitaxial growth. In particular, we presen
the results of molecular dynamics simulations of deposit
at A andB steps on Cu~111! and Ag~111!, which were carried
out in order to determine the effects of short-range attrac
on uphill funneling and on the surface current. We note t
mound formation has been observed in a variety of exp
ments on Cu/Cu~111! and Ag/Ag~111! growth.12–16 In addi-
tion, a variety of theoretical and experimental studies17–23

indicate that for metal~111! surfaces, the ES barrier for dif
fusion over descending step edges is relatively high co
pared to the barrier for diffusion on a flat terrace. Therefo
we expect that if short-range attraction leads to signific
uphill funneling then this will have a significant effect on th
surface morphology.

We note that there are two types of close-packed s
edges on an fcc~111! surface:A steps corresponding to~100!
microfacets andB steps corresponding to~111! microfacets
~see Fig. 1!. Therefore, in order to study the effects of sho
range attraction we have carried out molecular dynam
simulations of deposition at bothA andB step edges. ForA
steps, we find, as for the case of metal~100! growth,7 that
due to short-range attraction the ‘‘uphill funneling’’ probab
ity Pup

A and surface current are significantly larger than p
dicted by the usual downward funneling picture. Similar r
sults are obtained for the uphill funneling probabilityPup

B for
atoms deposited near but somewhat beyond aB step. How-
ever, due to the asymmetry betweenA andB steps, we find
©2004 The American Physical Society26-1
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that in generalPup
A .Pup

B . In addition, for atoms deposite
above the ‘‘upper terrace’’ ofB steps we find that a new
process, corresponding to the ‘‘knockout’’ of step-edge
oms, takes place leading to a reduced overall surface cu
and a strong asymmetry betweenA and B steps. These dif-
ferences betweenA and B steps are explained in terms o
their geometry as well as the corresponding activation ba
ers. The implications of these results on the selected mo
slopes and mound morphology are also discussed.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
our molecular dynamics simulations in more detail. In S
III, we present our results and discuss the implications
the selected mound slopes and mound asymmetry in
Cu~111! and Ag/Ag~111! growth. General expressions for th
surface current and selected mound slope which are valid
arbitrary crystal geometryfor the case of irreversible growt
with a large Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier are also presen
These expressions are then used to analyze the implica
of our results on unstable growth on~111! surfaces. Finally,
in Sec. VI we summarize our results. Detailed derivations
our general expressions for the surface current and sele
mound angle are presented in the Appendix, along with
lustrations for~100! and ~110! surfaces.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

In order to determine the effects of short-range inter
tions we have carried out molecular dynamics~MD! simula-
tions of adatom deposition at bothA andB steps on both the
Cu~111! and Ag~111! surfaces. As in our previous Cu~100!
simulations,7 in order to determine the effects of short-ran
attraction on atoms deposited near a step edge, we have
sured the probabilityPup that an atom deposited within
window ~of sizeb5A3a1/2 wherea1 is the nearest-neighbo
distance, see Fig. 1! on the ‘‘downhill’’ side of the step-edge
lands on the upper terrace. In order to take into account
possible effects of knockout, we have also measured
probability Pup8 that an atom deposited within a window o
sizeb85b on the uphill side of the step edgeremainson the
upper terrace. We note that the widths of the deposition w
dows were based on preliminary results which indicated
if an atom is deposited at a distance larger thanb from the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram~top view! of A and B steps on a
~111! surface.
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step edge~see Fig. 1! then it always remains on the terrac
on which it is deposited.

As in previous work7 our simulations were carried ou
using EAM potentials for Cu and Ag~Ref. 10! since EAM
potentials have been shown to be relatively accurate for m
als. We note that we have recently found24 that for deposition
on Cu~100!, the EAM potential-energy surface and steeri
forces are in relatively good agreement with static dens
functional theory~DFT! calculations. Therefore, we expe
that our EAM simulations will provide comparable accura
in this case. In order to minimize finite-size effects, a syst
size of 10 1/2 layers was used, with each layer consisting
a terrace of 11 atoms by 5 atoms, while periodic bound
conditions were assumed along each terrace direction
shown in Fig. 2, the top layer consists of an island of siz
by 5 which has both anA step and aB step. As in our
previous simulations of~100! deposition,7 the top 3 1/2 lay-
ers underwent constant-energy molecular dynamics, w
the bottom four layers were fixed. In order to equilibrate t
substrate and absorb the energy of condensation of incom
atoms, the middle three layers of the system underwent c
stant temperature~Langevin! molecular dynamics.25

In our simulations, the system was first equilibrated at
desired temperature and the average position of the step
was determined. Atoms were then deposited with the des
initial kinetic energy from an initial distance just above th
potential cutoff and for each deposition the trajectory of t
incoming atom was recorded. In order to study the dep

FIG. 2. Snapshots~side and top views! of the substrate configu
ration in MD simulations including bothA andB steps.
6-2
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dence on the incident energyKi of the depositing atom, ou
simulations were carried out withKi ranging from 0.02 eV to
0.3 eV. To obtain good statistics, 2500 depositions rando
distributed within each window were carried out for ea
value of the incident kinetic energyKi . The time interval for
each deposition was 2.4 ps for Cu~111! and 3.9 ps for
Ag~111!.

III. RESULTS

A. Uphill funneling probability Pup for atoms deposited
above lower terrace

Figure 3 shows our results for the uphill funneling pro
ability Pup

A for deposition beyondA steps andPup
B for depo-

sition beyondB steps on Cu~111! as a function of incident
kinetic energyKi for two different substrate temperature
(T5100 K and 300 K!. In the absence of short-range attra
tion the geometrical downward funneling picture holds a
therefore one expectsPup50. However, as in the case o
deposition on Cu~100!, due to the short-range attraction the
is significant uphill funneling~i.e., PupÞ0) for bothA andB
steps. In particular, for an incident kinetic energy cor
sponding to the average value expected in copper epita
growth (K̄ i52kBTm.0.23 eV, whereTm51356 K is the
melting temperature of copper! we findPup

A .0.45~0.40! and
Pup

B .0.44 ~0.38! for T5100 ~300! K. We note that in gen-
eral Pup

A .Pup
B . In particular for small incident kinetic en

ergy, Pup
A is significantly higher thanPup

B .
A priori, one might expect that the differences in the u

hill funneling probabilities atA andB steps could be due to
two different effects:~a! a difference in the strength of th
steering effect atA and B steps and~b! differences in the
interaction with the step after collision due to differences
the structure ofA andB steps. In order to determine which
the dominant effect, we have compared the trajectories
kinetic energies for an atom deposited with very low incide

FIG. 3. Dependence of uphill funneling probabilityPup on in-
cident kinetic energyKi for deposition at bothA andB steps on Cu
~111! surface~substrate temperatureT5100 K and 300 K!. Arrow
indicates average kinetic energyKi of Cu atoms in epitaxial growth
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kinetic energy (Ki50.02 eV) at the same initial distanc
(xi /b50.65) from the step edge, deposited at either anA
step or aB step. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the steering eff
is exactly the same for bothA andB steps. However in the
case of theB step, the depositing atom lands on the low
terrace, while in the the case of theA step the depositing
atom lands on the upper terrace. This indicates that the
ference in the uphill funneling probability is primarily due t
differences in the step-adatom interaction after collisio
which are due to a difference in the structure ofA and B
steps.

We note that these results may be explained by geom
cal arguments. As can be seen in Fig. 1, while there is
difference between the intralayer interactions for edge ato
on A steps and those atB steps, there is an asymmetry
their interaction with the layer below during a collision wit
a depositing atom. In particular, motion of an edge atom
an A step towards the ‘‘uphill side’’ of the step involve
passing through a ‘‘mid’’ site in the layer below towards th
nearest hcp site. In contrast, the corresponding motion o
edge atom at aB step towards the uphill side of the ste
involves passing over an ‘‘atop’’ site. Therefore, as can
seen in Fig. 4, it is easier for an edge atom at anA step to be
pushed downward towards the uphill side of the step than
an edge atom at aB step. As a result, depositing atoms co
liding with an A step are more likely to reach the upp
terrace than those colliding with aB step.

As shown in Fig. 5, similar results are found for Ag~111!.
As for the case of Cu~111!, there is significant uphill funnel-
ing, i.e., Pup

A .0.45 andPup
B .0.35, for an incident kinetic

energy corresponding to the average value (K̄ i52kBTm
.0.21 eV) in Ag~111! epitaxial growth, while we again find
that Pup

A is significantly higher thanPup
B . These results con

firm that for deposition on metal~111! surfaces the standar
downward funneling picture must be significantly modifie
to take into account the effects of short-range attraction.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of trajectories and kinetic energies
deposited atom from the same position outsideA ~solid lines! andB
~dashed lines! steps on Cu~111! surface with incident kinetic energy
Ki50.02 eV and substrate temperatureT5300 K. Time interval
for all trajectories is 2.4 ps.
6-3
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B. Uphill funneling probability Pup8 for atoms deposited
above upper terrace

We now consider the probabilityPup8 that an incident
atom deposited on theuphill side of anA or B stepremains
on the upper terrace. According to the standard downw
funneling picture,Pup8 should always be equal to 1. As ca
be seen from Table I, forA steps this is indeed the cas
However, for B steps we findPup8B.1/2, for Cu~111! and
Pup8B.0.7 for Ag~111!, thus indicating that in both cases a
oms deposited on the uphill side of aB step have a signifi-
cant probability of arriving on the lower terrace.

In order to investigate this in more detail, we have me
sured thelocal uphill funneling probabilityP(x) dx that an
atom deposited at an initial distancexi betweenx and x
1dx from a step edge lands on the upper terrace for a typ
value of the incident kinetic energyKi.0.20 eV in epitaxial
Cu~111! growth. A positive value ofx corresponds to depo
sition beyondthe step edge, while a negative value cor
sponds to deposition on the uphill side. As can be see
Fig. 6, for the case ofA steps, atoms deposited on the uph
side almost always remain on the upper terrace, while
atoms deposited on the downhill side there is a critical d
tance (d.0.35b) beyond which atoms almost always lan

FIG. 5. Dependence of uphill funneling probabilityPup on in-
cident kinetic energyKi for deposition atA andB steps on Ag~111!
~substrate temperatureT5200 K). Arrow indicates average kineti
energyKi of Ag atoms in epitaxial growth.

TABLE I. Dependence of uphill funneling probabilityPup8 on
incident kinetic energyKi for Cu~111! and Ag~111! A andB steps.

Metal Ki(eV) PA8 (up) PB8 (up)

Cu~111! 0.15 0.98 0.51
300 K 0.20 0.98 0.54

0.25 0.98 0.55

Ag~111! 0.20 0.97 0.71
200 K 0.25 0.96 0.68
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on the lower terrace. In contrast, forB steps there exists a
relatively narrow range of negative values ofx ~correspond-
ing to deposition on the upper terrace! at which the incident
atom has a high probability of arriving on the lower terrac
As shown by the actual MD trajectories, this corresponds
an exchange process~knockout! in which the incident atom
pushes out and replaces an atom on the step edge. In pa
lar for x.2b/2, which is halfway between the nearest h
and fcc sites, the probability of remaining on the upper t
race is low. A summary of our results for the dependence
Pup8B on the incident kinetic energyKi for both Cu~111! and
Ag~111! is shown in Fig. 7.

These differences in the behavior ofA andB steps may be
explained by the fact that, in qualitative agreement with
cent DFT calculations for Cu~111!,26 for the EAM Ag~111!
and Cu~111! potentials10 used here, the barrier for exchang
at B steps is significantly lower than atA steps.27 The differ-
ence in the energy barriers for exchange atA and B steps
may be explained by a simple geometric argument wh
applies when the barrier for terrace diffusion is sufficien

FIG. 6. Local uphill funneling probabilityP(x) for incoming
atoms deposited at an initial distancex from a step edge (T
5300 K).

FIG. 7. Dependence of uphill funneling probabilityPup8 at B
steps for Cu and Ag on incident kinetic energyKi .
6-4
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SHORT-RANGE ATTRACTION, SURFACE CURRENTS, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045426 ~2004!
low. As can be seen in Fig. 1, for anA step-edge atom
~shaded edge atom in Fig. 1! to arrive at the nearest fcc site
it must first travel over or near a relatively high-energy at
site, thus leading to a relatively high activation barrier f
exchange. In contrast, aB step-edge atom~shaded edge atom
in Fig. 1! may first move at relatively low-energy cost to th
nearest hcp site, and then make a relatively low-energy
rier move to an fcc site. We note that in contrast, D
calculations28 indicate that for Pt~111! the barrier for ex-
change atB steps islarger than the barrier for exchange atA
steps. This is due to the fact that for Pt~111! the barrier for
hcp-fcc diffusion is quite high~0.35 eV!.28 Accordingly, the
pathway for exchange diffusion at a step edge in Pt~111! is
different from the one described here.

C. Implications for unstable growth

We now consider the consequences of our results on
selected mound slopes in unstable Ag~111! and Cu~111! ep-
itaxial growth. As shown in the Appendix, for the case
irreversible growth~i.e., no detachment from steps! and a
large ES barrier, one may use a continuum approach to
tain a general expression for the selected mound slope
surface current per particleJ/F ~whereJ is the surface cur-
rent andF is the deposition flux! which is valid for arbitrary
crystal geometry as a function of the step-heighth, the ter-
race sizeL, the attachment positiond, the window sizesb
andb8, and the corresponding uphill funneling probabiliti
Pup andPup8 ~see Fig. 8!. In particular, we find

J/F5
L222L@d2bPup1b8~12Pup8 !#

2L
. ~1!

For the selected mound slopem0, corresponding to the valu
of the terrace widthL0 for which the surface current is zero6

this implies the general result

m05h/L05
h

2@d2bPup1b8~12Pup8 !#
. ~2!

FIG. 8. Schematic showing steps~top and side view! on surface
with terrace lengthL, step heighth, attachment positiond, and
window sizeb (b8) on the lower~upper! terrace.
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For bothA andB steps the step height ish5a/A3 ~where
a is the lattice constant!, while the distance of the attachme
site from the step edge is given byd5A6 a/4. In our MD
simulations we have usedb5b85d and so from Eq.~2!, we
obtain

m0
a5

A2

6~12Pav
a !

, ~3!

wherea5A or B andPav
a 5(Pup

a 1Pup8a)/2.
While the usual downward funneling assumption predi

Pav
A 5Pav

B 51/2 for A and B steps, our MD results for
Cu~111! indicatePav

A .0.7. Using Eq.~3! this implies a se-
lected slopem0

A.0.8 which is significantly higher than th
DF predictionm0.0.47 and slightly higher than the slope o
a ~113! facet. In contrast, our results for CuB steps (Pav

B

.0.45) imply a maximum selected slope onB sides given by
m0

B.0.43, which is slightly lower than the DF prediction
Similarly for Ag~111!, our MD results indicatePav

A .0.72
which implies a selected slopem0

A.0.84 which is again sig-
nificantly higher than the DF prediction, while forB steps
(Pav

B .0.53) we findm0
B.0.50 which is again close to th

DF prediction.
Thus, our results indicate that for irreversible Ag/Ag~111!

and Cu/Cu~111! growth, the slopes on theA sides of mounds
should be significantly larger than on theB sides. Accord-
ingly, the resulting mounds should be strongly asymmet
While we are not aware of an experiment in which the sa
rated mound slope~s! have been measured in Cu~111! un-
stable growth, scanning-tunneling microscopy pictures of
large-scale mounds formed during room-temperature gro
of Ag/Ag~111! ~Ref. 29! indicate the existence of significan
anisotropy in agreement with our predictions. These res
suggest that, while there are a number of other possible c
peting effects, the asymmetry in the interaction between
positing atoms andA andB step edges may play an impo
tant role in explaining the observed mound morphology.

IV. DISCUSSION

By carrying out molecular-dynamics simulations usi
EAM potentials, coupled with an analysis of the surface c
rent, we have investigated the effects of short-range att
tion on mound formation in metal~111! epitaxial growth. For
both Ag~111! and Cu~111! our results indicate a significan
asymmetry between the interaction of depositing atoms aA
steps andB steps. In particular, we find that forA steps, due
to the short-range attraction of depositing atoms to the s
edge, the selected mound slopem0

A and overall uphill funnel-
ing probabilityPav

A are significantlylarger than predicted by
downward funneling. In contrast, due to the high probabil
of knockout or exchange atB steps, the overall uphill fun-
neling probabilityPav

B and selected mound slopem0
B are sig-

nificantly lower, and appear to be close to the downwa
funneling prediction. As already noted, these results impl
significant asymmetry in the mound shape for the case
unstable irreversible growth on metal~111! surfaces.

Using geometrical arguments, we have been able to
6-5
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JIANGUO YU AND JACQUES G. AMAR PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 045426 ~2004!
plain these differences in the interaction of depositing ato
with A and B steps. In particular, geometrical differenc
appear to lead to two separate effects:~a! atoms depositing
beyond aB-step edge are more likely to funnel to the low
terrace than those depositing beyond anA-step edge and~b!
atoms depositing above the upper terrace of aB step are
more likely to knock out a step-edge atom than those dep
iting above the upper terrace of anA step. In contrast to the
usual exchange diffusion at a step edge, the energy requ
for the latter process is provided by the relatively high
netic energy of condensation~approximately 2 eV! obtained
by atoms depositing near a step edge.

As noted above, one particularly surprising result o
tained in our simulations is the relatively high rate of knoc
out for atoms deposited nearB steps. While our geometrica
arguments indicate that the rate of knockout is significan
higher for B steps than forA steps, the exact rate for thi
process is likely to depend sensitively on the exchange
rier at B steps. In this connection, we note that Feibelma26

has recently carried out density-functional-theory calcu
tions of the exchange barriers for diffusion at Cu~111! A and
B steps and obtainedEDFT

A .0.34 eV andEDFT
B .0.21 eV

with a barrier of 0.06 eV for hopping on a flat terrace.
contrast, the corresponding barriers obtained using
Cu~111! EAM potential used here areEEAM

A .0.32 eV and
EEAM

B .0.07 eV with a barrier of 0.03 eV for hopping on
flat terrace.27 Thus, while the qualitative behaviorEB,EA is
the same for the EAM and DFT calculations, the DFT barr
for exchange at aB step is significantly larger than the co
responding EAM barrier.

These results suggest that the probability of knockout
B step may actually be somewhat lower than indicated
our EAM simulations, and accordingly the correct uphill fu
neling probabilityPup8B may be somewhat higher. Howeve
we note that our EAM simulations for Ag~111!, for which the
EAM exchange barrier at aB step (EEAM

B .0.21 eV) ~Ref.
27! is essentially the same as the DFT Cu~111! prediction,
still indicate a significant probability of knockout, i.e.,Pup8B

.0.7. Thus, we expect that while knockout processes aB
steps still play a significant role, the observed mound as
metry for Cu~111! may be somewhat weaker than predict
by our EAM calculations.

In addition to our results for metal~111! epitaxial growth,
we have also obtained general expressions for the sur
current and selected mound slopes for the case of irrever
growth in the presence of a large ES barrier which take i
account the short-range interaction of depositing atoms w
steps. Using these results we have obtained explicit exp
sions for the surface current and selected mound angles
irreversible growth on the~100! and~110! surfaces of an fcc
crystal as a function of the average uphill funneling proba
ity. In the future, we expect that these results will be usefu
further understanding the mound morphology and selec
mound angles observed in metal epitaxial growth.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF SURFACE CURRENT

1. General calculation

In order to calculate the surface current as a function
slope for the case of a large ES barrier we use a quasi-
dimensional approximation. In particular, we consider
regular periodic stepped surface with infinitely long straig
monatomic height steps, terrace lengthL, step heighth, and
attachment positiond, whered is the distance of an attach
ment site from the step edge. In order to take into account
interaction of depositing atoms with a step edge, we div
the terrace into three different regions as shown in Fig.
Particles deposited in region I (b,x,L2b8) are assumed
to remain on the same terrace immediately following de
sition. Particles deposited in region II (L2b8,x,L or
2b8,x,0) are assumed to remain on the upper terr
with probability Pup8 . Finally, particles deposited in regio
III (0 ,x,b or L,x,L1b) are assumed to have an overa
probability Pup of arriving at the upper terrace.

The surface current per particleJ/F ~whereJ is the sur-
face current andF is the deposition flux! may be calculated
by integrating the distance particles must travel from th
initial landing position to the attachment site at positiond
multiplied by the probability of arriving at that site.30 Ac-
cordingly, the total surface current per particle may be w
ten as the sum of three termsJ1 /F, J2 /F, andJ3 /F, corre-
sponding to each of the three regions. For a large step ba
particles arriving in region I (b,x,L2b8) always attach to
the upper step at positiond. Therefore, particles arriving at
distancex from the step-edge travel a distancex2d and we
may write

J1 /F5
1

LEb

L2b8
dx~x2d!5

~L2b2b8!~L1b2b822d!

2L
,

~A1!

where the factor 1/L arises from the fact that the probabilit
that a particle lands in a particular intervaldx is given by
dx/L. Similarly, the second term may be written as

J2 /F5
1

LEL2b8

L

dx~x2d!P8~x!

2
1

LEL2b8

L

dx~L2x1d!„12P8~x!…

5
b8~LPup8 2d2b8!

L
, ~A2!

whereP8(x)dx represents the probability that a particle d
posited in region II at a distance betweenx andx1dx from
the step edge will remain on the upper terrace~and thus
travel a total distancex2d to the upper attachment site!,
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while „12P8(x)…dx is the probability that it will arrive on
the lower terrace~and thus travel a total distanceL2x1d to
the lower attachment site!. The quantity Pup8
5(1/b8) *L2b8

L P8(x)dx corresponds to the overall probab
ity that an atom uniformly deposited in region II remains
the upper terrace immediately after deposition. We note
the usual assumption of downward funneling impliesPup8
51.

Finally, the third term may be written as

J3 /F5
1

LEL

L1b

dx~x2d!P~x!1~x2L2d!„12P~x!…

5
b~2LPup22d1b!

2L
, ~A3!

whereP(x)dx represents the probability that a particle d
posited at a distance betweenx andx1dx from the step edge
in region III will be attracted to the upper terrace due
short-range attraction~and thus travel a total distancex2d to
the upper attachment site!, while „12P(x)… dx is the prob-
ability that it will arrive on the lower terrace~and thus travel
a total distancex2L2d to the lower attachment site!. The
quantityPup5(1/b) *L

L1bP(x)dx corresponds to the overa
probability that an atom uniformly deposited in the windo
0,x,b lands on the upper terrace. We note that the us
assumption of downward funneling impliesPup50.

Combining all three contributions, we obtain the follow
ing general expression for the surface current in the cas
irreversible growth with a large step barrier as a function
terrace sizeL, attachment positiond, window sizesb andb8,
and the corresponding uphill funneling probabilitiesPup and
Pup8 :

J/F5
L222L@d2bPup1b8~12Pup8 !#

2L
. ~A4!

The selected slopem0 corresponds to the value of th
terrace widthL0 for which the surface current is zero.6 Ac-
cordingly one obtains

m05h/L05
h

2@d2bPup1b8~12Pup8 !#
. ~A5!

We note that while Eq.~A5! applies strictly only to the
case of a large Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrierEES, in previous
work4 we have calculated the selected slope as a functio
EES/kBT for the case of unstable growth on an fcc~100!
surface. In this case, we found that the value of the sele
mound slope was essentially independent of the barrier
EES/kBT.2. Accordingly, we expect that Eq.~A5! should
y
i.
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provide an accurate estimate of the selected slope for
case of irreversible growth as long asEES/kBT.2. For
comparison with previous work, we now consider two sp
cific cases in more detail.

2. fcc„100… surface

In this case the step height is given byh5a/2, wherea is
the lattice constant, while the attachment position is given
d5a/A2. Using these values along with window sizesb
5b85d/2 in Eq. ~A5! we obtain the following general re
sult:

m05
A2

622~Pup1Pup8 !
5

A2

624Pav
, ~A6!

wherePav5(Pup1Pup8 )/2. We note that in this case, calcu
lations of the surface current have previously been car
out4,7,31,32 using discrete sums over attachment sites alo
with the assumption thatPup8 51. In molecular dynamics
simulations of deposition on Cu~100! and Ag~100!, ~Ref. 7!
we also foundPup8 51. Substituting this value in Eq.~A5!
we obtain

m05
A2

422 Pup
~A7!

in agreement with our previous work.4,7

3. fcc„110… surface

Due to anisotropy, for the case of growth on an fcc~110!
surface, there are two types of step edges—one along

@11̄0# direction and the other along the@100# direction,
while h5A2a/4 ~wherea is the lattice constant!. For both
cases, we assumeb5b85d, whered is the distance of the
attachment site from the step edge. We then obtain for
selected slope

m05
h/d

4~12Pav!
, ~A8!

wherePav5(Pup1Pup8 )/2.

For the@11̄0# step,d5a, which implies

m0
[110̄]5

A2

16~12Pav!
. ~A9!

Similarly for the @100# step,d5a/A2 which implies

m0
[100]5

1

8~12Pav!
. ~A10!
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